La visión reduccionista que presentaba la genómica como la única herramienta capaz de explicar las manifestaciones fenotípicas de los organismos así como su evolución, resultó estar equivocada. Si bien la genómica constituye una base fundamental para entender los mecanismos subyacentes a la vida, no es por sí sola capaz de explicarlos. La transcriptómica y la proteómica han revelado la complejidad de la expresión del código genético, pero aún no logran determinar el papel de las proteínas en la expresión del fenotipo. En ese sentido, es necesaria una visión más integrativa que permita analizar la función de las proteínas tomando en cuenta el metabolismo celular y el ambiente intracelular en el que se desenvuelven. La aparición de nuevas técnicas de biofísica y biología molecular ha permitido examinar las interacciones entre dos o más proteínas (interactómica), agregando una nueva dimensión al estudio complejo de la biología celular.
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From genome to interactome and beyond

It is now thirty years ago when Richard Dawkins published his controversial «The selfish gene» (1) in the heydays of DNA sequencing and the start of the Human Genome Project (HUGO). According to the promoters of the project and in line with the thesis of Richard Dawkins that replication and conservation of genes were the driving force of evolution, knowledge of the DNA sequence of all human genes would unravel the secrets of the book of life. Biology would reduce itself to molecular biology sensu strictu and disciplines like systematics, physiology, anatomy, etc., would disappear as superannuated. Gene therapy, based on our knowledge of gene deficiencies in genetic diseases as well as in cancer or cardiovascular diseases, would be the new panacea. While DNA sequencing has vastly enlarged our biological knowledge, it has also highlighted the fallacies on which Dawkins and molecular biologists based their claims.

The Dawkins’ fallacy is easy to handle: proposing the conservation and replication of genes as the driving force for evolution corresponds to the hypothesis that stones are the driving force in the evolution of architecture. Without expression of phenotypes, no Darwinian evolution is possible similarly as adaptation of housing to different climatic conditions lies at the basis of architectural changes and not stones or bricks, although these are essential to the construction of the house as the genes are essential to allow phenotypic expression. To use another metaphor, pretending that gene sequencing might unravel the book of life corresponds to the claim that knowledge of the Cyrillic alphabet is enough to understand Dostoyevsky’s novels. While this is an essential requisite, it is far from sufficient to grasp the author’s ideas.

The wonders expected of gene therapy were based on another form of reductionism i.e. the simplistic idea that insertion of a deficient gene might be sufficient to redress the diseased phenotype. What was forgotten is the fact that expression of the inserted gene will depend on the place where it is inserted in the genome and the environment in which the insertion is made. The first omission led to tumour development in children successfully treated for a genetic immune deficiency (2); the second omission led to the death of a patient treated with a too high dose of the virus in which the deficient gene was inserted (3). Finally, it became clear that the Watson and Crick dogma of one gene, one protein was to be abandoned in view of the abundant splicing variants demonstrated in a majority of genes, making the rigid concept of gene fuzzier. This probably explains the surprisingly small amount of genes found in the primates compared to the wide variety of proteins (e.g. a few hundred genes account for the billions of potential antibodies).
A humble reassessment of what DNA sequencing has learned us is shown in Figure 1A, in which the letter sequence hides a philosophical sentence. Careful analysis can help us to extract at least the words used in this sentence; it will never be possible to get to the sense of the sentence. In a similar way, bioinformatics can help us to extract the words without giving us the meaning of the sentence. Other tools are therefore required.

A first breakthrough was the implementation of macroarrays, using cDNA clones obtained as bacterial colonies or PCR products, arrayed on Nylon membranes and hybridised with radioactive samples prepared by reverse transcription of total or messenger RNA (4). Miniaturisation of this technique led to the production of DNA chips, relying on the use of a large number of relatively short oligonucleotides synthesised in situ to detect transcripts, fluorescently labelled by reverse transcription in the presence of modified nucleotides (5). These techniques allowed leaping from a static knowledge of the genome to the expression of the gene as an mRNA, the intermediate between gene and protein.

The use of DNA chips led to a rapidly increasing literature, pretending to link the expression of one or several genes to disease states or to cell dysfunction with the promise to find new therapeutically useful targets. The first enthusiasm was however dampened by the technical and the biological limitations of the method. The technical limitations are the unknown quantities as the exact size and shape of the probe spots, the density of probe DNA in each spot, the hybridisation efficiency and the labelling efficiency of a given sequence.

While these technical limitations can be overcome by the multiplication of the number of experiments, the multiplication of probes for the same gene and the use of differently labelled nucleotides on the same probe, thus increasing the time and the cost of a differential transcriptome determination, the biological limitations are more difficult to tackle. Indeed, a microarray is just a comparison of a particular gene expression in two RNAs with the inherent variability in space and in time of all biological material. This inherent variability can only be assessed by increasing the number of replications of RNA sample selection, which is often quite difficult using small amounts of biopsies composed of different types of cells or, in the case of cells in culture, to obtain samples at exactly the same period of the cell cycle.

Finally, there is a logical gap that has to be resolved. Is there a causal relation between the expression or the repression of gene transcription and the functional importance of the expressed or repressed gene? The answer is: as yet we do not know and if so, the causal relation has to be very tenuous in view of the general discrepancy observed when gene expression is compared at the transcriptome level with expression at the proteome level (6).

Another method to study the phenotypic importance of a gene is to inhibit transcription of the gene by knock-out (7) or iRNA silencing (8). A large number of the conclusions drawn by these methods however suffer from a logical flaw. As Aristotle proposed in his logic, a deduction with an affirmative conclusion must have two affirmative premises. From the absence of a gene, it can thus not be inferred that the gene is directly responsible for the wild type phenotype. Similarly, from the absence of a knock out phenotype, it cannot be inferred that the gene plays no role in the wild type genotype. Both fallacies take into account neither the complex regulatory genetic and epigenetic mechanisms leading from a genotype to a phenotype, nor the redundancies allowing for compensatory mechanisms upon a genetic deficiency.

To summarise as illustrated in Figure 1B, the transcriptome has facilitated the lecture of the words used in our philosophical sentence but the general sense remains hidden.
biosynthesis and the use of restriction enzymes to isolate genes for transcription and translation (biotechnology). One of its handicaps was the necessity to obtain large amounts of material needed to analyse protein primary structure by Edman sequencing and protein tertiary structure by X-ray diffraction analysis, restricting advances in the field to proteins abundant in nature. Miniaturisation of protein sequencing, the identification of minute amounts of proteins by combination of 2D-electrophoresis and mass spectrometry and the possibility to use biotechnology to produce larger amounts of proteins has released protein chemistry from its initial handicap. A new era of proteomics started (Figure 2).
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The use of mass spectrometry coupled to 2D-electrophoresis or to capillary chromatography allows the study not only of protein expression but also of the post-translational modifications, which are a general feature of protein expression. While the technical limitations of proteomic analysis are few, the biological limitations of inherent sample variability in space and time remain. As was recently stressed, the dynamics of protein turnover are a missing dimension in proteomics (9). The logical gap mentioned earlier also remains since there is no direct correlation between phenotype and increase or decrease of protein amount. Indeed, the phenotype is the result of a protein network in which the protein at the lowest concentration or the enzyme with the lowest catalytic activity will be predominant in a cascade leading to the phenotype. An increase or decrease of at least twice or thrice (sensitivity of the proteomic approach) might thus be less relevant than the increase or decrease of a few percent (under detection limit) of the rate limiting protein. Even if the sensitivity of the method increases, the noise of biological variability will preclude the detection of this protein. Other approaches are thus necessary in order to link protein synthesis to phenotype.

Identification of a protein, although important, needs a further description of its function in order to gain insight into its biological relevance. For a long time it was assumed that knowledge of the 3D-structure of a protein was sufficient to understand its function, initiating the paradigm of structure-activity or structure-function relationships. High resolution analysis of 3D structure by X-ray diffraction seemed thus the Rosette stone to gain insight into biological processes at the molecular level. The structure-activity paradigm unfortunately has an inbuilt logical flaw. Activity cannot be defined without the notions of motion and time; structure is per definition spatially limited and is time independent. An increasing number of examples highlight this flaw: e.g., the interaction site between rhodopsin and transducin has no clear structure in the rhodopsin crystal, the structure of the epitope recognised by neutralising antibodies in the foot and mouth disease virus could not be resolved in the virus crystal.

We have to deal with the chemical extension of the physical uncertainty principle of Heisenberg: the
simultaneous determination of velocity, or any related property e.g. energy or momentum, and position is impossible. To combine structure and activity, we thus need complementary spectroscopic techniques as NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy, EPR (electron paramagnetic resonance) or ESR (electron spin resonance) spectroscopy and the use of molecular dynamics to model the obtained data in the structural framework derived from X-ray crystal diffraction. Recently, time-resolved X-ray crystallography has allowed to approach protein function at the nanosecond level (10), allowing for a comparison between molecular dynamics calculations and experimental results. Most of the protein association or enzymatic reactions however occur at the µs to s level, very difficult to reach by molecular dynamics in view of the calculation time needed. Cryo-EM permits to study motions at the ms level with the drawback that changes in conformation and viewing angles can be confounded and the extremely low signal-to-noise ratio (11). The Heisenberg principle as yet remains valid.

The field of proteome has now been enlarged to that of glycome, lipidome and metabolome respectively the study of oligo- and polysaccharides, the study of lipid environment and the study of metabolic pathways. To continue to use or syntactic metaphor, all these fields allow us to know how the different words corresponding to a protein are conjugated thus enabling us to get at least a rough idea about the meaning of the sentence (Figure 1C and D). To really get insight into the meaning of the sentency, we need to correctly order the different words (Figure 1E). The biological discipline trying to make order in the topology of the cell proteins is called: the study of the interactome.

Until recently, due to technical limitations, interactions between two proteins were always biased in the sense that the investigator ought to choose the partners in advance before testing the hypothesis that they interact. The goal of interactome studies is to bypass the bias and to study the interaction between one or several partners in an undefined mixture of proteins. This new approach has been made possible by the introduction of two techniques: one derived from molecular biology and called the two hybrid technique (12), the other using surface plasmon resonance combined with mass spectrometry (13). The first one is more powerful since it allows working with two or three indefinite partners; the second one has one defined partner which is allowed to interact with second partners present in a mixture of indefinite proteins. It is not the purpose here to describe the two techniques but to emphasize their advantages and drawbacks. The two hybrid techniques permit a high throughput screening of interactions between millions of potential interactions (14). The success-rate is quite high (~80%) but false positives are not negligible. A major drawback however is the uncertainty of the kinetics of the interacting proteins.

Both hybrid systems thus allow the construction of a 3D topology of proteins interacting in the cell but lack the fourth dimension which is time. In contrast, surface plasmon resonance allows kinetic analysis of the protein-protein interaction. It has however not the high throughput capacity of the two hybrid technology and does not allow the identification of fast dissociating proteins since coupling to the mass spectrometer necessitates a few minutes which might be a long time for short but functionally significant interactions. Moreover, the sensitivity is limited to relative low molecular weight interactants (< 30 kDa). The two methods are however complementary and can be verified by other techniques such as pull down immuno-precipitation and fluorescent techniques to analyse the interaction of the identified pair. As shown in Figure 2, the interactome study is at its beginning but is increasing.
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Will the knowledge of the complete cellular interactome superannuate cell biology? The answer is illustrated in Figure 1E. Although the interactome allows us to propose an “educated guess” about cell biology, it will never replace the information obtained by the tools of cell biology. As it is necessary to learn the Chinese language to be sure that our guesses about the sentence are correct, cell morphology and physiology use different techniques with a different language to study the global cell structure and function which always will be larger than the sum of all molecular interactions. I started with the history of the genomic reductionism at the beginning of my article. Let us not stumble in the same reductionism at the end of it, forwarding the interactome study as the panacea to solve all biological problems.
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**NOTA:** Toda la información que se brinda en este artículo es de carácter investigativo y con fines académicos y de actualización para estudiantes y profesionales de la salud. En ningún caso es de carácter general ni sustituye el asesoramiento de un médico. Ante cualquier duda que pueda tener sobre su estado de salud, consulte con su médico o especialista.